
      July 2020 � September 2020
Cambridge B1 Certification

      March 2021 � May 2023
Speak Creative, UI Designer & Front-end Developer

      July 2023 � Present
Accenture, Custom Software Engineering Analyst

      Experience and Education

React 18�

HTML5 CSS3 GitHub Prepros

JavaScript 
ES6� TypeScript SCSS

      Technologies and Tools

      simonepizzoleo.github.io

      Crispiano �TA� 
      Puglia, Italy

      ��39� 342 178 2769 

      simonedel7a@gmail.com

See on LinkedIn

Simone Pizzoleo, UI Designer & 
Front-end Developer



Focusing on the product I'm building without omitting any details and 

small precautions provided by Designers and colleagues. Delivering my 

tasks within the deadlines and in constant contact with Project Managers 

and stakeholders, providing fully detailed updated and progress of the 

projects at every stage of the build.

Extreme attention to details, speed and precise communication

Building components to re-use across many pages, omitting or putting 

together duplicated code in order for it to be easy to update and to 

maintain. The code I write is always commented, concise, clear and 

structured, and helps other Developers put hands on the code knowing 

exactly what they are working on.

Consistency, re-usability and commented code

Using a consistent, SEO-accessible and clear markup while writing HTML 

code. I aim to build high-scoring sites in terms of accessibility, 

performance, usability and clear disposition of the elements.

Accessible and Semantic HTML markup

      Strenghts during Development and Design

Designer and Front-end Developer with a strong desire to learn and improve. In the 

last 2 years, my career has been focused on ideating, designing and developing 

strong, easy-to-navigate, functional and accessible web experiences to help 

companies achieve their business goals. 

 

Managed by Project Managers and Brand Strategists and in collaboration with many 

talented Designers, Developers and Directors, I'm delivering my tasks before the 

requested deadlines with a pixel-perfect quality, without omitting or sacrifying the 

smallest details that Designers provided.

      Details and experience hands-on-work

      2015 � 2020
IISS E. Majorana, High School Diploma in Computer Science


